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Abstract: 
From Default to Dynamite :  Techniques to Make 
Your Maps Talk

One of the primary benefits of GIS is that it allows businesses to One of the primary benefits of GIS is that it allows businesses to 
improve decision making through spatial analysis.  However, this may 
be dependent on the skills of the GIS user to produce a map that 
adequately communicates the message of the analysis.  Novice and 
intermediate users often use default settings or standard layouts that 
fail to communicate the intended message.  

This presentation will highlight common mistakes and then provide This presentation will highlight common mistakes and then provide 
suggestions to overcome these mistakes by transforming a standard 
map layout into a map with a targeted message that makes it easy for 
executives and project partners to understand the value of a site.  

Six ArcView techniques will be used to demonstrate this transformation 
including transparency, definition queries or selections, data frame 
clips, scale modifications, annotation layers and graphics.  Although the 
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clips, scale modifications, annotation layers and graphics.  Although the 
map example will show a site selection map, the concepts and 
techniques can be transferred to any analysis outputs.



Di i  P iDiscussion Points
Confessions and Caveats

Common Mistakes

6 Techniques to Make Your Maps Talk
TransparencyTransparency

Definitions Queries or Map Layer Selections

Data Frame Clips

Scale Modifications

Annotation layers

G hi
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Graphics



Th  C f i

I am not a trained graphic designer or  

The Confessions

I am not a trained graphic designer or  
cartographer. 

I learned most of what I know by trial-and-
error . . . And from getting feedback from 
thothers.

I owe a huge thank-you to Cynthia Brewer  I owe a huge thank you to Cynthia Brewer, 
who wrote Designing Better Maps:  A 
Guide for GIS Users
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Wh    ill li i ?Why are you still listening?

If I can do it; you can do it.
and while in this case, 

practice doesn’t make perfect, 
12 years of experience does lead to better maps
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Th  CThe Caveats

The maps in this presentation were The maps in this presentation were 
designed specifically for a PowerPoint 
presentation.

Printed letter-size maps will use different:
Font sizes  (much smaller)
Colors  (more subtle shades)

iLayout Designs 
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Th  CThe Caveats

There are times when you need to use There are times when you need to use 
default settings to produce hundreds of 
maps.

You can do this with the DS Map Book 
Extension for ArcGIS (Free)

Contact me for a modified version of the code 
that fits Business Analyst needsthat fits Business Analyst needs.
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C  Mi k  #Common Mistake #1

Not having a well-defined communication Not having a well defined communication 
goal for the map.
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C  Mi k  #Common Mistake #2

Trying to say too much with one map.Trying to say too much with one map.
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C  Mi k  #Common Mistake #3

Using default settings and software layouts Using default settings and software layouts 
for all your maps.
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Si  S l i  S i  C fé FSite Selection Scenario: Café Fresco

Upscale Asian p
American Restaurant 
in downtown 
Harrisburg  PA; Harrisburg, PA; 
opened in 2005.
Second site is a more 
casual restaurant near 
the Harrisburg Mall.

11www.cafefresco.com



Wh  i  Si  E l i ?What is Site Evaluation?

Site evaluation is not the same thing as Site evaluation is not the same thing as 
sales forecasting.

Site evaluation is only part of sales 
forecasting.
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Si  S l i  S  Site Selection Step 1:

Analyze the site characteristics to find out what I y
want the maps to say.

A subjective rating system used by Dr. Fenker 
can help to identify key messages.
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Si  S l i  S i  C fé FSite Selection Scenario: Café Fresco
An example of a site selection model from The Site Book.
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Si  S l i  S i  C fé FSite Selection Scenario: Café Fresco
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Si  S l i  S i  C fé FSite Selection Scenario: Café Fresco
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Si  S l i  S i  C fé FSite Selection Scenario: Café Fresco
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Th  S d d Si  S l i  MThe Standard Site Selection Map

Decision makers need to know whether Decision makers need to know whether 
this site is a good one and why.
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Wh  d  I     ?What do I want my map to say?

Clearly identify the site at the intersection Clearly identify the site at the intersection 
of major roadways. 

Show how the site’s visibility, access, 
parking, and strategic position compare to 
the closest competition.
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H  d  I k  hi   b ?How do I make this map better?

Add text and graphics (like arrows) to give the g p ( ) g
viewer clues about what to look for on the map 
display.
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H  d  I k  hi   b ?How do I make this map better?

Transparency-”fade” the aerial photograph so that p y p g p
it becomes a background object instead of a 
foreground object.

T   th  i l h t h  ll d Transparency on the aerial photography allowed 
improvements in the labels.
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H  d  I k  hi   b ?How do I make this map better?

Definitions Queries and Map Layer Selections-Q p y
Select Paxton Street and highlight this with a 
new, bright color; select any segments that you 
don’t want to highlight and remove them from the g g
view with a definition query.
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H  d  I k  hi   b ?How do I make this map better?

Using lighter colors for roadways that are less g g y
important made the Paxton Street and I-83 more 
prominent.
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The Standard Site Selection Trade Area Map

What do I want to know?  What do I want to know?  

Assuming that I have adequate operations and g
management, market presence, favorable 
customer perceptions, and targeted marketing 

. . . . What is the customer potential (demand)
in the trade areas near my site?
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Wh ’   i h h  i  ?What’s wrong with the previous maps?

They try to say too much (cluttered).They try to say too much (cluttered).

They show a pattern of revenue ey s o a patte o e e ue
generators, but they don’t tell us how to 
evaluate the customer potential.

They use default colors and symbols.
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Wh  d  I     ?What do I want my map to say?

Highlight the proximity between the location and g g p y
key potential customers and provide some insight 
into the potential daytime customer demand.

Convenience Customers: 5-minute drive to the site

Residential Customers: 10-minute drive to the siteResidential Customers: 10 minute drive to the site

Destination Customers:  15 to 20-minute drive to the 
site; most likely linked to a mall visit

Transient Customers from local hotels
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H  d  I k  hi   b ?How do I make this map better?

Clip the Data Frame by the Study Area Boundary p y y y
to focus the attention on the trade area.
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H  d  I k  hi   b ?How do I make this map better?

Reduce the clutter by removing map layers and y g p y
using transparency.
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H  d  I k  hi   b ?How do I make this map better?

Use annotation labels so that you can move the y
text wherever you need it to be on the layout.
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H  d  I k  hi   b ?How do I make this map better?

Modify the scale settings to display the data that y g p y
you need on the map while leaving enough 
whitespace for additional information.
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P i   R bPoints to Remember

When maps are used as a decision making tool, p g ,
they need to communicate a specific message 
about why the site is a good or bad site.

You need to analyze what the maps need to say 
before you try to create the map.

Use the software to emphasize or de-emphasize 
the map features in order to make the important the map features in order to make the important 
features “talk” to the viewer.
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